I. Introduction

Crisis Pregnancy Centres (CPCs) are organizations that offer women who think they may be pregnant a free pregnancy test—using commercial home pregnancy kits—and counseling. If a woman is pregnant, she may receive a free ultrasound, maternity clothes, baby products, such as diapers and formula, information about medical assistance, and in some cases guide women through applying for social assistance, as well as job and educational training.1 CPCs claim to offer “non-judgmental counseling” that is “hope-filled and Christ-centred”, as well as complete and accurate information about the options available to women facing an unintended pregnancy—adoption, parenting, and abortion.2 3

Linda Cochrane, a consultant for the largest CPC network in America, Care Net, explains that CPCs provide “comprehensive education to help clients make healthy life choices, and offer information about contraception as well as the risk of pregnancy and STDs associated with using various forms of contraception.” Cochrane states that crisis pregnancy centres teach “abstinence outside of marriage and fidelity inside marriage [as] the best way to prevent unwanted pregnancy and STDs.” For the unmarried who visit the centres, “abstinence is recommended to protect the emotional, mental and spiritual health” of their clients.4

While some crisis pregnancy centres may provide an open and honest atmosphere as they offer neutral support and information to women facing unintended pregnancies, many CPCs have been accused of operating with the objective of trying to prevent a woman from having an abortion. Crisis pregnancy centres believe that “the majority of women facing unplanned pregnancies dread the thought of terminating their pregnancies”, and that most women “regret it when they do”.5 According to their mandates, CPCs exist “to help women avoid the heartbreak of abortion,” by “empower[ing] women to choose life”, and to help those who have “undergone abortions, in a loving, compassionate way, that— by the grace of God—can bring real healing, through a widespread “post-abortion counseling ministry”.6 However, women have reported being deceived by CPC tactics and philosophies: that organizations are usually not upfront about their “pro-life” beliefs and strong religious affiliations, and use neutral-sounding advertisements and centre

names to give the impression that the centres are reputable health care or counseling providers, when in fact, they are not.7

“It’s easy to support the goal: helping women facing an unplanned pregnancy,” Nancy Gibbs reported in her article investigating CPCs for *Time* magazine, explaining that “what critics challenge are the means, the information these centres give, the methods they use, and the costs they ignore.” “Even among pro-life activists,” Gibbs elaborates, “there’s an argument about emphasis: Do you focus on fear and guilt, to make choosing an abortion harder, or on hope and support, to make “choosing life” easier? Either way, the pregnancy-centre movement takes the fight over abortion deep inside some of the most intimate conversations a woman ever has”8.

Crisis pregnancy centres have come under heat recently, with reproductive rights groups and activists questioning their legitimacy, professionalism, ethical conduct, and motives in providing their services. Fawe Wattleton, the president of the Center for the Advancement of Women, a women’s advocacy group, and former president of Planned Parenthood Federation of America, defines CPCs as “centres purporting to offer free pregnancy tests and “counseling” [that] have long been a front by religious organizations attempting to persuade women to continue a pregnancy,” and that such centres ambush “a woman’s informed reproductive decisions… by misleading and fraudulent disinformation”.9 According to personal accounts compiled by the National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action League (NARAL), a U.S. reproductive rights research group, once women are inside CPC offices, counselors subject them to anti-abortion propaganda, and characterize abortion as a painful and life-threatening choice, with long-lasting physical and psychological consequences.”10

The most significant criticisms of crisis pregnancy centres are that they pose a threat public health, and a threat to a woman’s right to reproductive choice. CPCs are said to threaten public health because they provide women and men with ethically questionable, emotionally distressing and manipulative counseling methods, and also provide medically inaccurate information, ranging from the risks of abortion to sexual and contraceptive education. Emily Polak, deputy-director of NARAL Pro-Choice Virginia, explains, “when you’re telling women who are scared about unintended pregnancies that condoms have holes and abortions cause cancer, it’s a public health threat”.11 They also present a serious threat to ‘choice’: CPCs may limit a woman’s ability to access abortion services by withholding important and relevant information about the procedure. Aside from having tremendous influence on a pregnant woman’s emotions and feelings about the possible termination of her pregnancy, “CPCs also have complete control over what kind of information a woman receives regarding abortion care”.12 Moreover, women who attend such clinics are most often unaware of their hidden agendas.
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Purpose of the Study

Most of what is known about CPCs comes from the American context. In Canada, however, much less is known of their operations and conduct. This lack of knowledge is problematic considering the severity of the accusations raised against CPCs.

The purpose of this project is to fill the gap of public knowledge regarding CPCs and their activities in Canada, looking specifically at Southern Ontario—where the largest number of CPCs operate. This study was motivated by a survey conducted in 2008 by the Feminist Majority Foundation, the largest feminist think-tank in the United States, titled Media Advisory: The Dangerous Masquerade of ‘Crisis Pregnancy Centers’. The survey found that nearly half of the 394-campus health centres at four-year U.S. colleges that responded to its national survey routinely referred students seeking reproductive health care to crisis pregnancy centres. Furthermore, the report found that the referral lists of university health centres failed to differentiate CPCs from the comprehensive health clinics that do provide abortion referrals and birth control. Even though most university health centres referring to CPCs also referred students to comprehensive service clinics such as Planned Parenthood, “the fact that so many were referred to CPCs as well is troubling”, says Heather Boonstra, senior public policy associate at the Guttmacher Institute, which conducts research and policy analysis on reproductive health issues. While comprehensive clinics are mandated to provide non-directional options counseling that [does not] guide a person… to terminate or carry the pregnancy,” Boonstra explains, “the very mission of a crisis pregnancy centre is to persuade a woman with an unintended pregnancy to carry it to term”. This project will examine whether the CPC movement’s strong interest in targeting their outreach and advertising toward university students in the United States is reflected in the Canadian context.

This report is important because it comes at a critical time. First, between 663,000 and 879,000 Ontarians are currently without a family physician—meaning “Ontarians have been forced to seek alternative medical care from an emergency room, walk-in clinic, or community health centre”—and CPCs might seem like a good resource to explore. Second, and perhaps most important, CPCs operate without any sort of government regulation, and Health Canada nor the Ontario Ministry of Health have anything to say about them. This means that, legally, a CPC can open its doors for business and counsel hundreds of women with no government oversight and no medical license. Yet these centres are prevalent and they outnumber abortion facilities by a ratio of nearly three to one.

Third, crisis pregnancy centres are growing in number and influence at a time when reproductive rights in Canada are being rolled back, and the Conservative government is allowing its “Pro-Life” Caucus to introduce “several regressive private members’ bills that have indirectly sought to undermine choice and women’s rights in general.” For instance, “in the Maritimes, as in many rural and northern regions, access to abortion is severely limited, violating the tenets of the Canada Health act and jeopardizing women’s health and safety. Clearly, there is the need for
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vigilance in the protection of the fundamental human rights of women to control their own bodies and make their own decisions, rights that are all too easy to take for granted.”

Fourth, on university campuses specifically, it is important to ensure that students are receiving accurate reproductive health information. “On many campuses,” the Abortion Rights Council of Canada states, “eternal groups continue to fund aggressive campaigns to spread misinformation about choice and to advocate for the limitations on women’s rights”. Groups such as the Genocide Awareness Project and the Canadian Centre for Bio-ethical Reform “use materials, deemed offensive by Canadian courts, and use confrontational tactics to create unsafe space on campus.”

The validity of this research will be based on building and refining fieldwork conducted by other academics and think tanks studying CPCs, reproductive issues, and public health and policy. The primary goal is to determine whether or not CPCs are directing attention and resources to specifically attract female university students to their centres, and if this represents a threat to public health and to reproductive choice. Secondary goals will look to issues of public education, government regulation, and areas of further study.

This project will be guided by the following research questions:

- Is there evidence of an advertising campaign by CPCs directed toward university students?
- Does the CPC literature reflect a specific focus on university students?
- Are CPCs included on campus health centre referral lists? How did they get there? Are CPCs persuading campus health centres to include them on their referral lists? Or another source?
- Do CPCs constitute a public health concern requiring government regulation?
- How can the public be educated about CPCs? What are the most important things that they need to know?
- What are the possibilities for future academic study on this subject?

II. Literature Review

Studies discussing a wide range of reproductive justice topics, from anti-choice movements to the accessibility of abortion services in Canada and the United States, reiterate the need to study CPCs and their influence—yet few exist. This section will begin by examining what is known about CPCs: their history, role in the larger pro-life movement, a review of the important literature, and to identify and address the specific accusations made against them.

A. History, Structure and Funding of Crisis Pregnancy Centres
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Pro-choice organizations claim that, unable to shut down legitimate public-health centres, the anti-choice movement built a national network of generally unlicensed, unregulated organizations posing as comprehensive health care clinics—“crisis pregnancy centres”. Academic researchers who have studied CPCs claim they were launched as a reaction by anti-abortion movement to the realization that enacting a “right-to-life” amendment was not going to happen—and that there was a need to respond to pro-choice criticism that they “had no concern for pregnant women”. Crisis pregnancy centers have existed in the North American landscape for over four decades. Robert Pearson of Hawaii opened the first CPC in the United States, dubbed “the service arm of the anti-choice movement” in 1967. After Roe v. Wade in 1973, Pearson founded the Pearson Foundation, a pro-life organization to assist local groups in setting up CPCs. The foundation provided training sessions, slide shows, pamphlets, discounted video equipment, urine pregnancy test kits, and a manual called “How to Start and Operate Your Own Pro-Life Outreach Crisis Pregnancy Center” (1984). The manual reads “Our name of the game is to get the woman to come in as do the abortion chambers. Be put off by nothing... Let nothing stop you. The stakes are life or death”.

Also found in the manual are the same sorts of deceptive tactics that pro-choice groups accuse CPC of employing, such as the use of neutral advertising to “draw abortion-bound women”, and to mislead potential clients who phone to inquire about abortion services: “there is nothing wrong or dishonest if you don’t want to answer a question that may reveal your pro-life position by changing the caller’s train of thought by asking a question in return”, and recommends that staff answer the question “Are you a pro-life centre?” with “We are a pregnancy testing centre... what is pro-life?” Robert Pearson publicly admitted this deception in a 1994 speech: “obviously, we’re fighting Satan. A killer, who in this case is the girl who wants to kill her baby, has no right to information that will help her kill her baby. Therefore, when she calls and says, ‘Do you do abortions?’ we do not tell her, ‘no, we don’t do abortions’.

The first CPC in Canada was opened in Toronto, Ontario in 1968; this CPC grew into the Birthright International chain of centres, which also operates in the United States.

According to Time magazine, CPCs are typically Christian charities, often under the umbrella of one of three national groups: Care Net, Heartbeat International, and the U.S. National Institute of Family and Life Advocates. Heartbeat International, for example, describes itself as “the first pro-life network of pregnancy resource centers in the U.S. and the largest in the world, supporting, strengthening and starting nearly 1,000 pregnancy centres to provide alternatives to abortion”. Care Net describes itself as “a Christian ministry assisting and promoting the evangelistic, pro-life work of pregnancy centres in North America”. Care Net, originally the Christian Action Council, was founded by Dr. Harold O.J. Brown in 1975, the first major evangelical pro-life
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organization—as the Catholics already had founded the National Right to Life. A fourth umbrella organization is the Virginia-based National Institute of Family and Life Advocates, which boasts some 900 CPC as affiliates. Although no one can give a definitive number of how many CPCs exist, especially since some centres operate independently of the larger national groups, most reproductive justice organizations have been supplying a figure of “between 2,500 and 4,000 CPCs” since 2006.

There seems to be a great advantage for CPCs to choose to affiliate with a large umbrella organization. These federations facilitate communication among CPCs, provide legal help and liability insurance, set standards for counseling and the operation of member CPCs, and conduct some national advertising and fundraising. According to Care Net, CPCs choose to affiliate with their organization because of its “uniquely evangelistic emphasis”, the “extensive training and professional assistance” it provides, including “free on-site education, a free legal review, and a free collection of training manuals that range from legal issues to evangelism”. Affiliates also have the opportunity to attend national conferences, and to benefit from networking opportunities. In addition, affiliates “directly benefit from Care Net’s extensive television, billboard and Internet advertising campaigns, including the Option Line—a joint operation of Care Net and Heartbeat International. Option Line is a 24/7 call centre based in Ohio that women can contact for information and referral to a local CPC. In 2006, Care Net spent $4 million alone on marketing, including more than $2 million on billboards for Option Line, featuring headlines such as “Pregnant and scared? 1-800-395-HELP. We’re here 24/7”. In 2009, it was reported that 797,522 visits were made to the Option Line website, and 1,1918 billboards were placed to advertise the Option Line.

In Canada, the Canadian (formerly, “Christian”) Association of Pregnancy Support Services (CAPSS) is the most significant CPC-affiliate organization in Canada. Affiliates must adhere to the CAPSS Statement of Faith, Sanctity of Life Statement, Stewardship Policy, Statement of Principles, Counseling Code of Ethics, and Volunteers Training Guidelines. Its website states that “an approved CAPSS application confers the option of dual or triple affiliation with Care Net and/or Heartbeat International, [and] gain full access to resources of all three support associations.” Notable benefits of CAPSS affiliation include: national statistics compiled by CAPSS for use as effective marketing and communication tools, receiving Option Line referrals, local training, a one-time free gift of a foundational set of Care Net manuals, yellow pages ad designs, website critiques, phone consultations with Care Net legal staff, discounts on Care Net
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conferences, a complimentary affiliation with Heartbeat International, and passwords for current information on pregnancy center research through web-based fact sheets, studies, and more.\textsuperscript{40}

Canadian for Choice, a non-profit charitable organization dedicated to ensuring reproductive choice, found that in 2008, there were 197 CPCs in Canada, with 83 of those being in Ontario (compared to 151 Canadian abortion facilities, 36 in Ontario). At least 28 of the 83 CPCs in Ontario are CAPSS affiliates, with many others being part of Birthright.\textsuperscript{41} Much like Care Net, CAPSS also holds major annual conferences for its affiliates.\textsuperscript{42}

CPCs may be a well-established fixture, but they are still relatively new to the political scene. Prior to the Bush Administration, only a few CPCs received federal funding. However, during Bush presidency, CPCs were made the centerpiece of his quest for ‘compassionate conservatism’, “signaling to members of the President’s evangelical base that he shared their values” and that supporting pregnancy resource centres was a central component of his pro-life and faith-based agenda.\textsuperscript{43} At this time, more than $100 million in federal money was allocated to abortion alternatives programs, a portion of which went to fund CPCs.\textsuperscript{44}

The National Abortion Federation states that federal funding for CPCs began in 1996, “when the federal welfare reform law allocated $50 million to Title V abstinence-only education programs, which some states made available to CPCs.”\textsuperscript{45} Since promoting abstinence-only before marriage was part of the CPC mission, centres were eligible for these abstinence-education grants, which in some cases instantly doubled or even tripled a centre’s budget. For instance, in 2005, about 13% of Care Net affiliate centres received state or federal money, with an average budget of $155,000.\textsuperscript{46} Since 1996, a variety of federal grants have funded abstinence-only programs, which are often matched by state funds, making the impact of this allocation significant.\textsuperscript{47} For example, at least 29 CPCs received a total of $24 million in Community-Based Abstinence Education (CBAE) funds from 2001-2005.\textsuperscript{48}

Direct federal funding of CPCs began in 2000 under the maternal and child health block grant’s Special Projects of Regional Significance Program.\textsuperscript{49} In 2001, this program channeled $20 million to community-based organizations that condemn sex before marriage and target teenagers. Close to $3 million of this funding was channeled directly to CPCs, and this funding doubled to $6 million by 2002.\textsuperscript{50} A 2006 report by Rep. Henry Waxman (D-CA) suggests over $30 million of
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federal tax dollars have gone to CPCs since 2001, with most of the money coming from federal programs for abstinence-only education.\textsuperscript{51} Additional funding has been distributed as “capacity-building” grants to 25 pregnancy resource centres in 15 states as part of the $150 million Compassion Capital Fund. Individual centres have also been the beneficiaries of earmarked appropriation bills.\textsuperscript{52}

At the state level, Arizona, Florida, Louisiana, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Texas have state-subsidized funding for CPCs.\textsuperscript{53} In Texas, for instance, a round of tax cuts in 2006 for social services drained $25 million from comprehensive family planning services, and reallocated $5 million of that money to support CPCs. In addition, “Choose Life” vanity license plates, launched by Governor Jeb Bush in Florida in 1999, have been sold in twenty-two states; proceeds of their sale directly support CPCs.\textsuperscript{54} On average, these programs are said to generate $65,000 per month.\textsuperscript{55} In Virginia, for instance, “Chose Life” plate legislation was signed in April 2009 by Governor Kaine to create a funding stream for 38 select CPCs. Yet a NARAL Pro-Choice Virginia study found that 26 of these 38 CPCs shared medically inaccurate information with clients—a violation of their own “Commitment of Care” standards.\textsuperscript{56} In some states, including Louisiana, and South Carolina, the “Choose Life” plate schemes have been brought to court and successfully struck down, as the plate program was deemed to constitute viewpoint discrimination. Reproductive health activists have challenged the policy of the “Chose Life” plates, arguing that it is unconstitutional for a state to endorse one political viewpoint over another, and that the funding of agencies affiliated with churches or religious organizations amounts to establishment of religion.\textsuperscript{57} Nonetheless, some states with these plates continue to refused to provide “Pro-Choice” equivalents.\textsuperscript{58}

Crisis Pregnancy Centres claim that this amount received in federal and state funding has been inflated. For example, a Care Net spokesperson claimed that “only a small number of pregnancy centres (13% in 2005) have received a federal and state grant,” and that “most centres are supported by individuals, churches, businesses, and community agencies that care about women in crisis”.\textsuperscript{59} Federal funding of CPCs was cut when President Obama assumed power, calling for an “immediate return to science-based initiatives, medically-accurate information, and an end to federal funding for abstinence only education” in his FY 2010 federal budget.\textsuperscript{60}

Joyce Arthur of the Pro-Choice Action Network- Canada and the Abortion Rights Council of Canada (ARCC) estimates that approximately 170 anti-abortion groups in Canada have charitable tax status, and that approximately 100 of these are CPCs (46 Birthright centres, 34 CAPSS
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affiliates, 15 independents). Ms. Arthur explains that “in Canada, many CPCs enjoy charitable tax status while only two pro-choice organizations have charitable tax status.” By law, Canadian charities can devote only ten percent of their resources to political activities under limited circumstances, yet Ms. Arthur believes that but some of these groups may be spending far more than that. This means that “so-called charitable pro-life groups exploit an unfair tax advantage and enjoy higher donation rates compared to pro-choice groups.” Joanna Smith, an investigative reporter with the Toronto Star, found that the oldest 17 CPCs in Canada are found in the Greater Toronto Area, with the oldest having been registered as a charity since 1968. They all appear to have a well-established pool of donors: the 14 registered charities that run those CPCs received a total of $546,851 in tax-receipted gifts in 2008.

B. Investigations of Crisis Pregnancy Centre Conduct and Operations

Major studies of CPC Activity

Prior to 2005, Crisis Pregnancy Centres did not receive much attention from academics, activists or reproductive justice organizations. However, after 2005, a number of studies were conducted in an attempt to “expose” CPCs and their deceptive tactics. Without exception, all of these studies have come to a similar conclusion—that most CPCs use deception to attract women considering abortion, and then dispense misinformation about it.

NARAL Pro-Choice Foundations

In December 2005, NARAL Pro-Choice Texas Foundation released its report, “Taxpayer Financed Crisis Pregnancy Centres in Texas: A Hidden Threat to Women’s Health”. The report found that “most CPCs are staffed by volunteers, rather than medical professions”, “are not licensed or regulated”, and that they often mislead clients by representing “themselves as comprehensive reproductive health clinics by choosing medical-sounding names, locating near comprehensive women’s health clinics, or by being intentionally vague about the services they provide.” The report subsequently presented the propaganda that it claimed was perpetuated by CPCs, such as: abortion kills four times as many women as childbirth, women who have abortions double their risk of breast cancer, that abortion causes infertility and decreases the ability to get pregnant in the future, and that half of women who have had abortions will suffer from emotional and psychological problems, such as depression, substance abuse, eating disorders and suicide. The survey concluded that it was “irresponsible to take scare taxpayer dollars away from pregnancy prevention and health care and divert it to unlicensed, biased, non-medical counseling”.

NARAL Pro-Choice Organizations in several states have subsequently launched similar investigations. In its effort to determine whether Maryland CPCs were engaging in a systematic
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pattern and practice of deception and misinformation, NARAL Maryland “found that every CPC visited provided misleading, or, in some cases completely false, information... distributed in several ways, including verbally, in written materials, and on websites.” Each CPC provided “false information about abortion risks, misleading data on birth control, and emotionally manipulative counseling”. The centres also “consistently refused to provide information or referrals for affordable birth control services, despite targeting their services to sexually active, low-income and young women”. When two of the CPCs eventually agreed to discuss birth control, false information such as “condoms have a 35% failure rate” and “birth control pills cause infertility and cancer” were supplied. Instead, these centres promoted abstinence only and/or “naturally family planning” rather than a comprehensive approach to birth control. While CPCs often cite counseling as one of their most valuable services, investigators “found the counseling services to be inadequate, biased, and in some cases, unethical”. Specifically, most centres, although friendly in communicating their anti-abortion message, failed to maintain the professional neutrality that is commonly accepted as the tenet of counseling, used some type of emotionally manipulative tactic, such as “offering congratulations for a positive pregnancy test, referring to the pregnancy as a baby, and giving the investigator hand-knitted booties”, and by giving pregnant women a model of a 12-week-old fetus to hold while discussing their options.

Lastly, after providing free urine pregnancy tests, of the variety available at any drug store, women were counseled with only negative information about abortion, given wildly inaccurate information about the physical and mental health risks of abortion, and were informed only about the joys of parenting and adoption.

The most recent investigations by NARAL Pro-Choice Foundations in Virginia and California have come to a unified conclusion: Because of the inaccurate reproductive health information many CPCs provide, NARAL “believes these centres to be a threat to public health,” and recognizes that medically erroneous information propagated by CPCs put women and the entire population at risk. Furthermore, they argue, that while it is the centre’s prerogative to offer anti-choice services—the criticism of these advertising tactics is that they fail to be forthcoming, and instead use websites, yellow pages and billboard ads to encourage women to call or visit their centres without complete information about its limited services”.

**Other important studies, articles, and documentaries**

In 2006, two seminal reports were published, each claiming to expose the deceptive, misleading, and threatening nature of CPCs.

A U.S. Congressional investigation prepared for Rep. Henry Waxman (D-CA) revealed that an astonishing 87% of CPCs across America provided false or misleading information to women about the health effects of abortion. The inquiry found that these centres grossly misrepresented and distorted the medical risks of abortion by telling women discredited claims: for instance, that
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having an abortion would increase the risk of breast cancer, result in sterility, and/or lead to the fictitious “post-abortion syndrome” and suicide.

The investigation also found that CPCs routinely provided inaccurate information regarding birth control methods. The National Abortion Federation’s study “Crisis Pregnancy Centers: An Affront to Choice” is another literature review that attest to CPC strategies of deception, harmful tactics, funding schemes, litigation, and outline ways to combat the centres.

Following the release of Rep. Waxman’s Congressional report, CPCs began to receive more, mostly negative, attention from documentarians, news anchors, journalists, and magazine columnists. Heidi Ewing and Rachel Grady’s HBO documentary “12th and Delaware” chronicles the events at one intersection in Florida, where on one corner sits an abortion clinic, and the other, a CPC. Ms. Magazine, a feminist magazine based in the U.S., has released a number of critical articles about the crisis pregnancy centre movement since 2008.

Other magazines, from Time to Glamour magazine, have also profiled the centres.

C. CPCs Facing Legal Heat

In most states where a NARAL Pro-Choice Foundation chapter investigation of local CPCs was conducted, lawmakers have successfully managed to pass “truth-in-advertising” laws, requiring CPCs to post signs stating that they do not perform abortions, give abortion referrals, or provide birth control or referrals. Baltimore, Maryland, in December 2009, became the first city in the United States to pass the law, which also required that both English and Spanish signs be visible in the waiting area. In addition, a number of other states, including New York, California, Ohio, Missouri, and North Dakota, have investigated or sued CPCs under consumer protection laws for deliberately misleading clients.

In the following year, the “Limited Service Pregnancy Center Disclosure Ordinance” (2010) was passed in Austin, Texas, and ensures that women visiting a CPC are informed that the centres do not provide birth control or abortion referrals or services. Most recently, in March 2011, the New York City Council voted overwhelmingly to pass a bill that would require CPCs to abide by a “truth-in-advertising” law similar to that in Baltimore and Austin.

At the Federal level, Representative Carolyn Maloney (D-NY) and Senator Robert Menendez (D-NJ) have been trying to push through the “Stop Deceptive Advertising Women’s Services Act” (SDAWS). Under SDAWS, the Federal Trade Commission would consider it “an unfair or deceptive act” for a CPC to advertise as a health care provider. However, the legislation is currently stalled.

In Canada, however, no such bylaws exist-- namely because our knowledge of CPCs remains so limited, and political will to investigate such centers is lacking.
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D. CPCs Fight Back Against Criticism

CPCs have not silently accepted these legal challenges to their centres: they have been known to fight back against such obstacles. In Baltimore, for instance, the Catholic archdiocese, which provides funding for some of the local CPCs, is suing the city, saying that the law against deceptive signage “violates freedom of speech and religion”. The archdiocese claims that the ordinance “targets for speech regulation only one side of a contentious public, political debate” and that “its centres do provide birth control information through natural family planning counseling” and “should not be required to state that they do not offer birth control”. 80

In its “Caring Together Report”, Care Net deflects criticism against its centres by turning the attention back to Planned Parenthood and other comprehensive reproductive care centres: “If you visit Planned Parenthood’s website, you’ll quickly discover who they fear—‘Beware of so-called ‘crisis pregnancy centres’… They have a history of scaring women into not having abortions’”, stating that “only in Planned Parenthood’s world could ‘not having an abortion’ be a bad thing”.81 The report tells us that “the truth is, Care Net pregnancy centres offer ultrasounds, parenting classes, material assistance, spiritual guidance, and many other services that empower women to choose life. It’s nonjudgmental, hope-filled and Christ-centred”.82 Responding to what it calls “another bizarre accusation” is the assertion that ultrasound and sonogram pictures, being shown to women, can in no way be considered “misleading”, suggesting that “clearly, this organization [Planned Parenthood] has a problem with people who use science to defend life”.83 In all, the report suggests that clinics such as Planned Parenthood and reproductive rights groups, by criticizing CPCs, are telling “more lies [that] scare women”.84

To assist its affiliates in answering hostile accusations about pregnancy centres, Care Net has developed a document that lists common “accusations”, followed by the appropriate CPC response. Care Net identifies the most common accusations as “deceptive advertising, coercing women to carry their pregnancies term, misusing public funds, providing medically inaccurate information about abortion risks, and illegally practicing medicine”.85 However, the provided “rebuttals” that CPCs are meant to use leave much to be desired. For instance, when addressing the claim of deceptive advertising, Care Net advises its affiliates to explain that, “as part of the Care Net Network, centres comply with strict guidelines regarding truth-in-advertising. All of our advertisements… clearly state the services we offer… and about the services we don’t offer.” Responding to the criticism that CPCs provide medically inaccurate information, Care Net states that “all client material on abortion procedures and abortion risks is medically referenced and sourced, reviewed by a medical professional, and deemed accurate. Our primary client brochure, ‘Before You Decide’, is published by Care Net and regularly reviewed by its Medical Advisory Board for accuracy”.86
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Moreover, Care Net has demonstrated, in light of the fact that “pro-life gains and pregnancy centre advancements have spurred attacks and increased scrutiny from the media and abortion advocates”, that there must be as clear goal the unification of the CPC movement’s response to criticism. Care Net wants to be the centre of this unified movement, stating that “when it comes to interacting with the media, Care Net has played a unique role. Situated outside the nations capital, [it] serves as a national voice for the pregnancy care movement”. Care Net has also established its expertise in public relations, reminding readers that “every year, Care Net offers an intense media training for pregnancy centres at its national conference, as well as individual advice for centres throughout the year.” It has also, together with Americans United for Life, sponsored a media training program in Virginia with the purpose of developing a “SWAT” team of media spokespeople, trained by a talented, pro-life, “fortune 500” media trainer—on how to best represent the pro-life and pregnancy centre movement.87

Another form of retaliation that the pro-life movement has made against critics of CPCs has been to redirect the same accusations made against them toward comprehensive reproductive clinics. For instance, Unchoice.com, a pro-life website whose logo claims that abortion is “unwanted, unsafe, and unfair”, has published an article that claims that “telling women ‘post-abortion trauma as a myth’ is a form of coercion” and that “concealing information relevant to a woman’s decision-making and future health should be recognized as an act of coercion”.88 In another example, the Care Net included an official-looking news-bulletin in their January/February 2007 Report, revealing that “a New York-area abortion business [had] agreed to stop false advertisements under the ‘abortion alternatives’ section of the local business phone and online phone directories,” and that this move came about “after a local pregnancy center filed a lawsuit against it for misleading women with unplanned pregnancies”.89 This is ironic, since most NARAL reports and the Waxman Congressional reports found that CPCs were advertising under “abortion services” in the Yellow Pages themselves.

In the Canadian context, pro-life organizations have only recently begun to publish responses to criticisms of CPCs. In reaction to Joanna Smith’s Toronto Star investigation of CPCs in the Greater Toronto Area, The Interim, described as Canada’s Life and Family Newspaper and published by the Campaign Life Coalition, released an article that tried to discredit Ms. Smith’s findings.90 For instance, the article tries to present as medical fact what Ms. Smith’s article tried to “debunk” as mythos, by suggesting that, in order to disprove the “abortion-breast cancer link, post-abortion syndrome, and increased fertility problems”, Ms. Smith “selectively cites contrary evidence to each claim, but ignores numerous other studies suggesting a correlation”. It explains, in defense of the “reality” of post-abortion syndrome, that while the American Psychiatric Association may not recognize the syndrome, “however authoritative the APA may be, there are plenty of researchers and post-abortive women who will personally attest, that there are emotional and psychological scars that result from abortion. Again, a single source [for Ms. Smith’s article] is sufficient to label CPCs misleading”. However, it is ironic that the Interim article fails to cite any of these “numerous other studies” suggesting a correlation. When Ms. Smith wrote a follow-up piece shortly thereafter, the Interim suggested that the Toronto Star’s preoccupation with CPCs appeared to be taking the form of “a crusade”. The article closes by asking if the same

“truth-in-advertising” expectations of CPCs shouldn’t also be considered for abortion facilities—while failing to disclose that Health Canada and the Ontario Ministry of Health regulate and license abortion facilities, unlike CPCs.

Another report by the Interim, “The Campaign Against CPCs”, lists many of the pro-choice investigative reports of CPC operations discussed above, and gathered the reaction of one CPC volunteer to the allegations: “I would say that that’s absolutely false. We are very open here about our program, and what we offer our clients […] .” As an example of her centre’s advertising, the CPC volunteer read out the text of her business card, “Pregnancy care centre. Helping you make a wise and informed choice—free and confidential”.91

III. Methodology

So-called crisis pregnancy centres are targeting young women by advertising in student newspapers and on billboards located on and near campuses. And most recently, these centres have started advertising on social networking sites popular with college students. They urge campus health centres to include crisis pregnancy centres in student referral lists.92

This study will examine the influence of Crisis Pregnancy Centres at select universities campuses in Southern Ontario; specifically, within a two-hour commute from Toronto. Based on that criterion, 8 of Ontario’s 23 universities will be included:

- Brock University (St. Catharines, ON)
- McMaster University (Hamilton, ON)
- Queen’s University (Kingston, Ontario)
- Ryerson University (Toronto, ON)
- Trent University (Peterborough, ON)
- University of Toronto (Toronto, ON)
- University of Waterloo (Waterloo, ON)
- Wilfred Laurier University (Waterloo, ON)

Part One: Measuring the degree of CPC influence on campuses

The three indicators that will be used to determine if CPCs are targeting their advertising to university students.

First, the researcher will visit each campus to determine the degree of CPC advertising in student newspapers, on campus billboards, in student centres, and along local bus routes. To do so, each university student union will be contacted for guidance in locating important billboards and information hubs on campus, and to link the researcher with women’s centres, and campus pro-choice and pro-life groups.

Second, social networking sites such as facebook will be examined for CPC activity targeted toward students.

Third, the researcher will interview university health services representatives to determine if students are being referred to CPCs, or if any students have come forth with their CPC experiences. For many students, the majority of whom are living away from home, as well as

their family doctors, university health services is often the first point of contact for medical inquiries. Health services are well publicized around campus, and students generally seem to be aware of their services.

The purpose of this inquiry is first, to determine if university health services refer students to CPCs, and second, to determine if they have had experiences with CPCs. The objective of the conducting these semi-structured interviews is to establish: the centre’s procedure for providing abortion information to students; what resources or referrals for abortion they provide; if there is a procedure for how clinics are chosen to be on their abortion referral list, and to determine if the centre is knowledgeable of CPCs or has had any experiences with them. To do this, interview questions have been designed to ensure that they adopt a neutral tone, as one would not want to seem accusatory or make the employee feel as though the centre has done something wrong. A semi-structured format is best to allow for specific information to be gathered, but to allow flexibility for elaboration and other topics of interest.93

To corroborate the information given during the interview, the researcher will contact the university health centre by phone posing as a pregnant student considering an abortion and requesting referral information. This additional exercise is necessary to ensure that information given to a researcher and information given to a “client”, match. Although this may seem redundant, this step is necessary: studies of abortion access in Canadian hospitals and of CPCs in Canada have found that “gate-keepers” such as phone operators, receptionists and other staff routinely provide information contrary to that given to researchers in questionnaires and interviews.94 The university health services referral lists will be examined for possible CPCs. The researcher would subsequently prepare an update to submit to university health services identifying clinics that are CPCs and ask that they either be removed from the referral list, or that they include a disclaimer explaining that CPCs espouse anti-abortion views.

**Part Two: Evidence of CPC efforts to advertise to university students; visiting their centres posing as a university student with an unplanned pregnancy**

First, primary resources from CAPSS and Care Net will be examined to gauge if these organizations are intentionally targeting their advertising and attention to attracting university students.

Next, for each university that is included in the study, the researcher will visit a CPC in that city posing as a university student with an unplanned pregnancy. The goal is to gather as many informative pamphlets and materials as possible from the CPC (to be analyzed for accuracy, along with the CPC’s website), and to gauge what sort of information a pregnant student might receive should she visit the CPC for options counseling. Subsequently, the medical soundness of the information will be verified by reference to academic studies and a family physician, who has agreed to look over this data. The researcher will assume the following script when visiting CPCs: she is a local university student in her third year, has been sexually active with her supportive boyfriend for over a year, used condoms regularly, is going through a very difficult financial time, has parents who might be supportive (but who are not in a financial position to provide assistance), and feels confused about her reproductive options, but is leaning toward an abortion. All three types of CPCs will be visited: CAPSS affiliates, Birthrights, and independents.

---


Ethical Considerations

Interacting with human subjects for research purposes necessitates a certain degree of sensitivity and awareness of how the project might impact others. For this project to be successful, a level of deceit will be required when visiting Crisis Pregnancy Centres. Going “undercover” about one’s identity is not a usual way to conduct research, and it is done only after serious discussion with professors specializing in ethical research and ethics reviews. To justify employing deceit in fieldwork, two fundamental criteria must be satisfied: first, is it in the public interest, and second, could the research be conducted with the same accuracy and detail using another method? Advice was sought from individuals from Canada’s top reproductive rights organizations, who concluded that, in their opinion and experience, my research methods were the only sound way to gather the information required. The University of Toronto Guidelines for Research Ethics state that deceit may be justified in certain projects, but that disclosure is required upon the project’s completion. As such, all subjects were be contacted after our encounters to explain why the deceit was necessary, and to try to foster dialogue.

IV. Research Findings

Part One: Measuring the degree of CPC influence on campuses

1. Evidence of CPC advertising on campus

To determine if CPCs were advertising on campuses, the researcher examined student newspapers, campus billboards, student centres, and local bus routes for evidence of CPCs. To do so, each university student union was contacted for guidance in locating important billboards and information hubs on campus, and to link the researcher with women’s centres, and campus pro-choice and pro-life groups.

CPC advertisements were found on 40% university campuses (3 of 8). In fact, advertisements for the same “Birthright” CPC chain location were found at Wilfred Laurier University and the University of Waterloo in student union-produced undergraduate student agendas that are distributed free to students at the beginning of the academic year. This ad reads: “PREGNANT? And need help? Call Birthright, help for pregnant women. All services are free and confidential. Free Pregnancy Tests. A friend to turn to…” (See Appendix 1.a-b). This advertisement does not disclose that Birthright is a pro-life centre. In fact, it implies that women would be given help, regardless of their specific choice of parenting, adoption, or abortion. Local bus routes in Kitchener-Waterloo that frequent these two campuses also featured Birthright ads inside of the buses. At Queen’s University, advertisements for a CAPSS-affiliated CPC are often found taped to lamp-posts on campus, and are regularly removed by the “Levana Gender Advocacy Centre”, a student group on campus. On the five remaining campuses, however, no evidence of CPC advertising was found on billboards or in busy student areas.

Speaking with various student groups produced interesting insights. Student unions revealed that most campuses have a strict policy for posting materials on billboards, whereby all ads require approval from a university-sanctioned board. This might explain why CPC advertisements were not found on any university-monitored billboards.

As a whole, most women’s centres had heard of CPCs and the nature of the accusations made against them, but had not had any direct experience with them, nor had known of any students who had visited a CPC themselves. The Women’s Centre at the University of Waterloo, however, reminisced about an eleven-page, full-colour insert that appeared in their student newspaper,
Imprint, at the beginning of the previous school year, in September 2009. The researcher visited Imprint and managed to procure a copy of this insert, and learned that Imprint had been paid $2 for each copy that appeared in its newspaper (See Appendix 1.c). The insert was co-produced by the Human Life Alliance and the National Campus Life Network, a non-profit organization that represents student pro-life group across Canada. The appearance of this glossy leaflet sparked a heated debate on the University of Waterloo campus about what sorts of advertisements are appropriate in a student newspaper. Imprint responded: “if we run only ads from candidates or causes we support, then the ad relationship becomes an endorsement relationship. Even worse, a paid endorsement. That threatens the integrity of what we do− which is to report the facts and find and explain the opinions we have”. 95 Nevertheless, page two of the insert suggests that “pregnancy + abortion = problem solved people hurt. Get the facts!” and provides contact numbers to Option Line, a CPC referral number, to Birthright, and to groups involved with post-abortion counseling.96

Pro-life student groups on three campuses agreed to either be interviewed or to fill out a questionnaire. When asked if they had ever been approached by CPCs to promote the centres on campus, all three (100% of) pro-life student groups revealed that they had approached and promoted local CPCs. The President of the University of Toronto Students for Life told of her organization’s close relationship to a controversial CPC in Toronto, Aid to Women, located directly next door to a clinic that provides abortions. When asked how this relationship was forged, she indicated that a past president of Student for Life had been a general manager there. She also disclosed that a couple of club members were currently volunteering or interning at Aid to Women, and that the club was eager to begin distributing pamphlets promoting the CPC in the near future.97

Another pro-life student groups, McMaster Lifeline, had contacted Birthright Hamilton directly and were planning to launch a campaign to promote Birthright on campus in the near future.98 Guelph Life Line, the pro-life student group at the University of Guelph, indicated that they had invited local CPCs, such as Birthright and Michael House, to information sessions and campus-wide club fairs.99

2. CPCs on social networking sites
Second, facebook was examined for CPCs activity directed toward students. Fifty percent of CPCs in this study did have a facebook page. The four centres with facebook pages were: Aid to Women (Toronto), Kingston Pregnancy Care Centre (Kingston), Niagara Life Centre (St. Catharines) and the K-W Pregnancy Resource Centre (Kitchener/Waterloo).100 Three of these four centres are CAPSS-affiliates. Birthright locations did not have individual facebook pages. These websites discussed upcoming events, contact information and service descriptions: none of which indicating that they were pro-life, or anti-abortion organizations.

3. University Health Services and CPCs

96 Human Life Alliance and the National Campus Life Network. “We Know Better Now”. 2009. P. 2
97 Interview with Lucy Schmidt and Gianna Marks of the University of Toronto Students for Life. 14 February 2011.
98 Email correspondence with Michael McCann, of McMaster Lifeline. 23 February 2011.
99 Email correspondence with Hanna Barlow of Guelph Life Choice. 26 February 2011.
Third, the researcher interviewed university health services representatives to determine if students are being referred to CPCs, or if any students have come forth with their CPC experiences. For many students, the majority of whom are living away from home, as well as their family doctors, university health services is often the first point of contact for medical inquiries. Health services are well publicized around campus, and students generally seem to be aware of their services.

University health service representatives across the eight campuses indicated that students facing an unwanted pregnancy are referred to comprehensive clinics. Preference was indicated for the Morgentaler clinic in Toronto, based on “many years of positive experiences” both for Universities located in Toronto (U of Toronto and Ryerson) and at more distant campuses such as Wilfrid Laurier University.101 Other universities, such as Trent in Peterborough, reported that the percentage of women seeking abortions that come into their health services centre is very low, and tends to be in September. 102 Their abortion referral lists were made available, and they did not include any CPCs. In addition, no health service centres have been approached by a CPC asking for their centre to be advertised. This finding stands in stark contrast to the trend identified in the United States by the Feminist Majority Foundation’s 2008 survey “Media Advisory: The Dangerous Masquerade of ‘Crisis Pregnancy Centers’ which found that nearly half of the 394 campus health centres at four-year U.S. colleges that responded to its national survey routinely referred students seeking reproductive health care to Crisis Pregnancy Centres. However, all university health services managers and representatives indicated a strong interest in this study and were eager to learn the results.

Part Two: Evidence of CPC efforts to advertise to university students; visiting the centres posing as a university student with an unplanned pregnancy

Evidence of CPC efforts to advertise to university students

First, primary resources from CAPSS and Care Net were examined to gauge if these organizations were intentionally targeting their outreach and advertising to attract university students. A review of such documents reveals that CAPSS and Care Net are in fact launching many outreach programs geared toward students. The earliest proof came in April 2007, when the results of “extensive research documenting Care Net’s work from 2005” were released. Seven “Top Five” category lists were revealed, and of interest to this study, a “Top 5 Centers with the most College Student Clients”.103 This certainly demonstrates a high priority to attracting students. As mentioned previously, Care Net maintains an affiliation with CAPSS, and represents 1/3rd of CPCs in Ontario.

Later in 2007, Care Net unveiled its own “Campus Outreach and Pregnancy Support Initiative”.104 Defined as a “program to help support local pregnancy centres meet the needs of pregnant students”, a Care Net report announced that many pregnancy centres were being relocated or newly opened at satellite locations near college campuses to ensure access to key CPC services. “You hear the word ‘choice’ thrown around on college campuses all the time”, said Molly Ford, the new program’s director stated, “but too often pregnant students don’t have any other choice that the one that their administrators or peers think they should make”. Ford concluded that the

101 Interviews with Dr. Su-Ting Teo, Medical Centre Director, Ryerson University. 14 March 2011, and Karen Ostrander, Health Service Coordinator, Wilfrid Laurier University, 3 March 2011.
102 Interview with Ms. Meri Kim Oliver, Associate Vice President, Student Services and Acting Registrar, Trent University, 2 March 2011.
reason why “you rarely see pregnant students on a college campus and why the abortion rate is so high among women in their early twenties” is that women are “basically forced to choose between their child and their education”.

Care Net listed four “strategic pillars” for outreach in its 2009 annual report: promoting, planting, preparing and partnering. As a priority of its “planting” pillar, Care Net expressed its intentions to “go where most abortions are performed by proactively planting pregnancy centres in underserved communities, including inner cities, and college campuses”.

In preparation for its upcoming National Pregnancy Center Conference in September 2011, Care Net has invited established CPC ministries to help train, equip and encourage other CPCs by hosting a workshop. Of the six “presentation tracks” that CPCs are invited to speak about, “College/Campus Ministries” features prominently. An online catalogue of Care Net Conference workshops from 2008-2010 also demonstrate a focus on university/college students; the titles of these talks include “college campus ministry”, and “campus outreach: reaching the college student”. Other workshop titles of interest to this project include “client marketing tactics: what message and method to use, abortion and mental health, sharing the gospel with the spiritually resistant client, abortion and mental health, controlling the media, facing controversy and maintaining composure, and legal and political threats facing crisis pregnancy centres. To demonstrate just how focused these workshops can be, one was titled “ministering to the post-abortive African-American woman”.

CAPSS has just launched its own newsletter called “Pulse”. In its second newsletter, “the Toronto Project” was introduced as a new priority for the organization: “Your CAPSS team continues work toward more presence of life-affirming ministry in Toronto. This year, we welcome a new affiliate, at the Haven on the Queensway.” This focus falls in line with Care Net guidelines to transfer or plant new CPCs in urban areas. CAPSS views this challenge as “substantial”, as the core of Toronto “has 11 freestanding abortion clinics and hospitals… this is not friendly turf!” Toronto also has three universities and many colleges filled with students to extend their ministries to.

Visiting CPCs posing as a university student with an unplanned pregnancy

Second, for each university that is included in the study, the researcher visited a CPC in that city posing as a university student with an unplanned pregnancy. The goal of this exercise was to gather as many informative pamphlets and materials as possible from the CPC, and to gauge what sort of information a pregnant student might receive should she visit a CPC for options counseling. Subsequently, the medical soundness of the information given verbally, in written materials, and on CPC websites were verified by reference to academic studies and a family physician, who agreed to look the medical claims and risks of abortion made by CPCs.

Findings

- Brock University (St. Catharines, ON) – Niagara Life Centre
- McMaster University (Hamilton, ON) - Birthright Hamilton
- Queen’s University (Kingston, Ontario) Kingston Pregnancy Care Center
- Ryerson University (Toronto, ON) Aid to Women
- Trent University (Peterborough, ON) Peterborough Pregnancy Support Services
- University of Toronto (Toronto, ON) Aid to Women
- University of Waterloo (Waterloo, ON) Birthright Kitchener
- Wilfred Laurier University (Waterloo, ON) K-W Pregnancy Resource Centre

All crisis pregnancy centres were located by searching for affiliates on the CAPSS website, or the Birthright website. However, to demonstrate how women might be confused when searching for a comprehensive clinic, results on google, if searching for “abortion” in a city, consistently mix “abortion services” and “abortion alternatives” into one category. While Yellow pages searches try to make this distinction more apparent, results are nonetheless mixed and can be confusing to someone who does not know what they are searching for. In a statement from Yellow Pages, however, a representative claimed that “in the case of [abortion services and abortion alternatives] categories, we provide the content but the choice of services to use and/or calling the business for additional information on the service offering is ultimately left to the consumer,” and that “to date, we have received no inquiries or complaints regarding [these] categories.”

Findings

A. Location, proximity to campus, appearance, and first impressions

All seven CPCs were located between a 10-20 minute drive from campus. There were significant differences when comparing Birthright and CAPSS-affiliated centres. All Birthright CPC were located in the downtown core of each proper city, whereas all CAPSS-affiliated CPCs were located in residential or residential-business split areas. One Birthright and one CAPSS-affiliate had doorbells, a removed door handles from the outside, and an intercom speaker, in order to verify who wanted to be admitted into their centres. This was unexpected, as this made the centres seem as though they were abortion-providing centres, since abortion providers are required to take such precautions for safety reasons. When the volunteer at Birthright Hamilton finally opened the door, she was very suspicious of the researcher’s presence, and would open the door only slightly until the researcher convinced her that she was “in the right place”. In contrast, upon arrival at Peterborough Pregnancy Support Services, the researcher was delightfully ushered into the centre by an eager volunteer.

In terms of appearance, the two Birthright centres felt very “dated” and cold. There were baby bonnets, booties, and teddy bears abound, certainly knitted by its elderly volunteer staff. CAPSS-affiliates, in stark contrast, were all modern, trendy, and typically in converted homes.

B. Reception, intake forms, discussion of the services provided, counselors

Six CPCs had a welcome “desk”, but not a formal reception area of the variety that CPCs are accused of having in the United States to resemble medical clinics. Only one CPC, the Niagara Life Centre, had a very large desk with a receptionist, business cards, and information pamphlets

---

109 In a statement provided to the Toronto Star by Perry Schwartz, senior manager, communications, Yellow Pages Group on August 5, 2010.
on display about their services. All CAPSS-affiliate centres asked that the researcher fill out a 3-paged “intake form” prior to commencing the counseling session, and a “confidentiality” agreement. These intake forms all asked the same sorts of questions, including: personal contact information, education, level of income, relationship status, race, how one had heard of the centre, what support one would have in pregnancy, religious beliefs, among others. It also asked if one could be contacted later for follow-up; the researcher indicated no, and did not receive any form of subsequent contact. This stands in contrast to CPCs in the United States, which have been known to harass their clients. Birthright locations did not seem to collect personal information, at least while the client was present.

Only one centre, Birthright Hamilton, explained that they were a pro-life organization the minute the researcher entered the centre. All centres eventually did disclose their pro-life views, but this occurred well into the counseling session. When the researcher asked if that meant discussions about abortion were “off the table”, the counselors said absolutely not, they needed to discuss all of the available options. CAPSS affiliates displayed their CAPSS and Care Net certificates in the counseling rooms, to lend an air of distinction.

Birthright counselors were the stereotypical warm “grandmother” figures. With one exception, CAPSS-affiliate were Caucasian, young blonde women, who were either currently pregnant or had just had a baby themselves. One had a university degree in sociology (the Niagara Life Centre), but all others had received “peer counseling” training from their CPC only.

C. Risks of abortion (Verbal information and written materials)

Mental/psychological risks
Most counselors deferred the responsibility of verbally informing the researcher of “the physical and mental health risks of abortion” by providing pamphlets that could be looked over at home. The only medical risk that was emphasized verbally by all counselors was the risk of “post-abortion syndrome” (PAS): that most women regret their abortions, that “symptoms of PAS can sometimes start 10, 20, 30 years after the abortion”, and that “not a lot of women understand this risk”. All materials given by CPCs discussed this risk of PAS. One counselor, however, spoke about PAS to a lengthy extent, going so far as to give the researcher a photocopy of 15-year-old PAS ‘statistics’ obtained from Birthright, which are used for “volunteer training purposes”. This fact sheet stated that, in the short term, 90% of women have self-esteem issues, 68% will have suicidal tendencies, and 28% will attempt suicide. In the long term, 81% are said to become “preoccupied with abortion”, 73% will have flashbacks, and 69% will be sexually inhibited (see Appendix 2.a).

Birthright centres did not provide materials to bring home, other than a brochure for adoption services such as “Beginnings” and information about PAS (Birthright Hamilton only, and at the insistence of the researcher). The four CAPSS affiliates, and the one independent CPC, provided three different pamphlets intended to help make an informed decision regarding an unplanned pregnancy. All of these pamphlets cast abortion as a negative choice, and adoption and parenting as positive choices-- and were obviously not neutral sources of information. For instance, the first page of Care Net’s “Before You Decide” pamphlet explains “this brochure will help you understand more about your pregnancy, about the new life developing inside you, and about abortion. You do have positive options”.110 This unjustly casts abortion as a “negative” option, which is certainly not the case for certain women.

---
All pamphlets follow a similar format. An opening page describes how “the right to choose includes the right to know”, implying that there are some hard truths about abortion that women do not know, and warns that “before you decide, you deserve to have as much information as possible—this is one of the biggest decisions you will make in your life”. Another pamphlet advises women to “know the facts” and that “the law gives you the right to be fully informed about this important decision”.

A section chronicling “fetal development” at several stages, follows. Photos of fetuses in utero are accompanied in one pamphlet by the testimony of a “post-abortive” woman, “I wish I would have been told”, implying that had she been told the CPC’s view of fetal development, she would not have undergone the abortion. However, the descriptions of fetal development in these brochures are exaggerated. For instance, it is not possible to record fetal brain activity before 20-24 weeks, and fetuses cannot feel pain until at least the third trimester. In Joyce Arthur’s “Exposing Crisis Pregnancy Centres in British Columbia, Dr. Konia Trouton, a Family Physician, reviewed CPC materials and the CAPSS volunteer training manual for its workers, and concluded that the sources used to document fetal development were “not from any reputable, non-biased scientific source”. The sections detailing fetal development are followed by a description of the different types of abortion procedures, including outdated methods such as “saline solution”, and other forms not performed in Canada.

The most common pamphlet the researcher received was “Abortion, adoption, parenting: an informational guide for unplanned pregnancy”, produced by CAPSS in 2010. It tells a woman facing an unplanned pregnancy that, “although many women feel some relief after abortion, many other have negative emotions afterwards. These reactions may be immediate or may occur years later. Emotional responses vary depending on a woman’s age, stage of pregnancy, religious or cultural beliefs, previous mental health, or whether she is being pressed by others into having an abortion”. It includes a quote from Carla from British Columbia, who we can assume was a past CPC client, who tells of the negative effects of her abortion, testifying that she felt that she was “holding onto this big secret [and] didn’t want anyone to know because [she felt] ashamed. There’s always this sense of loss and struggle with sadness”. The pamphlet lists the following symptoms of PAS: sadness, emotional numbing, depression, self-destructive behaviour, guilt, alcohol and drug abuse, shame, nightmares or flashbacks of the abortion, anniversary grief, suicidal thoughts (see Appendix 2.b).  

In “Before you decide: an abortion education resource”, published in 2003 by Care Net, much of the same information regarding PAS are provided, including another list of PAS symptoms, this time also including “anger, anxiety, sexual dysfunction, relationship problems, eating disorders, and psychological reactions”. The final brochure entitled “Making an informed decision about pregnancy” from Frontlines Publishing in 2005, adds “memory repression, hallucinations, and long-term grief anger” to the list of PAS symptoms. Of note is that the CAPSS 2010 pamphlet does not include a section on “spiritual risks”, whereas the other who brochures do, saying that abortion “may have an impact on your relationship with God” and asking abortion-minded

114 Ibid. 
women to consider “what God’s desire for you is in this situation” and “how God sees your unborn child.”117

The references provided for PAS claims are listed on the final page of each pamphlet. However, one need only look at the quality of these references to realize that they are not medically sound nor hold scientific weight. In Care Net’s brochure Anne Speckhard and Vincent Rue “Post-Abortion Syndrome: An Emerging Public Health Concern” is cited from 1992 as proof of the syndrome.

However, when Speckhard and Rue testified in two separate cases for the existence of PAS, their evidence was thrown out of court. Rue, for instance, testified in Planned Parenthood v. Casey, the case that effectively threw out the requirement that women be informed of possible psychological risks of abortion. The presiding judge, Justice Crabb, found Rue lacked the academic qualifications and scientific credentials, and that he evidence was “not credible”.118 Speckhard’s PAS proof in Karlin v. Foust (1997) was similarly thrown out by the judge, who called her opinion “ludicrous” and that if Speckhard’s opinion that 20% of women will suffer from PAS and 40 to 45 percent would experience some post traumatic stress “were correct, approximately four million women… would be suffering from the disorder. [That] would be a psychiatric epidemic of epic proportions that could hardly escape the notice of the nation’s physicians.”119 In fact, in every instance where counterclaims about the evidence of the psychological effects of abortion have been visible, and where they have reached the courts, they have decisively influenced the outcome of proceedings to the detriment of the PAS claim.120

The Frontlines publishing brochure cites as evidence of PAS a study by David Reardon, who a PBS documentary exposed as having a “PhD from a unrecognized university”, and director of the organization behind “Afterabortion.org”, the Elliot Institute.121 Although Reardon believes that abortion harms women, his own studies and the studies upon which they rely to make that assertion [that PAS exists] “are so flawed methodologically that they cannot be said to establish a causal relationship”.122 For instance, the studies fail to address the fundamental question of whether women who have had abortions experience more adverse reactions than do otherwise similar women who have carried their unwanted pregnancies to term. In his study “Abortion in women’s lives”, the Guttmacher Institute concludes that “none adequately control for factors that might explain both the unintended pregnancy and the mental health problem, such as social or demographic characteristics, preexisting mental or physical health conditions, childhood exposure to physical or sexual abuse, and other risk-taking behaviours… because of these confounding factors, even if mental health problems are more common among women who have had an abortion, abortion may not have been the real cause”.123

The mental health community is quite unified in their rejection of PAS. The American Psychiatric Association, the American Psychological Association, and all other mainstream authority do not

119 Ibid. P. 127-128
120 Ibid. P. 129.
123 Ibid.
recognize it as an official syndrome or diagnosis.\textsuperscript{124} The first study to analyze the health effects of abortion was conducted by then-U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop under the direction of President Reagan in 1987. Koop concluded that the psychological effects of abortion were “miniscule” from a public health perspective.\textsuperscript{125} In 1989, the American Psychological Association (APA) convened a panel to comprehensively assess the body of research meeting the minimum criteria for scientific validity. The review determined that legal abortion of an unwanted pregnancy “does not pose a psychological hazard for most women”, and that “women who terminate pregnancies that are wanted or lack support from their partner or parents for the abortion may feel a greater sense of loss, anxiety and distress. For most women, however, the time of greatest distress is likely to be before an abortion; after an abortion, women frequently report feeling relief and happiness. Nada Stotland of the American Psychiatric Association wrote in the American Medical Association journal that “PAS… is a medical syndrome that does not exist” and that, although women may experience abortion as loss and thus feel sad afterward, “a feeling is not the equivalent of a disease”.\textsuperscript{126}

In 2008, the APA released its “Report of the Task Force on Mental Health and Abortion”, after having reviewed all of the best scientific evidence published since 1989. It concludes that “among adult women who have an unplanned pregnancy, the relative risk of mental health problems is no greater if they have a single elective first-trimester abortion than if they deliver that pregnancy.”\textsuperscript{127} Furthermore, the report found that “the evidence regarding the relative mental health risks associated with multiple abortions is more equivocal. Positive associations observed between multiple abortions and poorer mental health may be linked to co-occurring risks that predispose a woman to both multiple unwanted pregnancies and mental health problems”.\textsuperscript{128} A recent study published in the British Medical Journal echoed the APAs findings, and “determined that there is no causal link between depression and abortion”.\textsuperscript{129}

Physical risks

Two centres warned the researcher verbally of the physical risks of abortion, which included infertility, tearing of uterus and hemorrhaging. “It’s not just a simple procedure”, more counselor warned, “it’s surgery… if you decide to abort, they use a suction devise to take the baby out of you… there are risks”. However, the remaining centres referred the researcher to the supplied pamphlets for more information.

In CAPSS’s “Abortion, adoption and parenting”, one page of the pamphlet is dedicated to describing the different types of “abortion procedures”, and another page outlines “abortion risks”. It lists as the physical risks of abortion “heavy bleeding, infection, damage to the cervix or womb” “increased risk of future miscarriage, increased risk of premature births, increased risk of infertility, and a possible link to breast cancer”.\textsuperscript{130}

\textsuperscript{128} Ibid.
Care Net’s “Before you decide” lists three pages of physical health risks of abortion. The physical risks of abortion identified in this pamphlet are: “heavy bleeding and risk of hemorrhage… a blood transfusion may be required”, “infection, [as bacteria] may get into the uterus from an incomplete abortion”, “incomplete abortion” as some fetal parts “may not be removed by abortion”, allergic reactions to drugs that “may result in convulsions, heart attack, and in extreme cases, death”, tearing of the cervix, scarring of the uterine lining, perforation of the uterus that may require “major surgery, including a hysterectomy”, damage to internal organs, and death. The pamphlet warns of the effect of abortion on future pregnancy, that “scarring or other injury during an abortion may prevent or place at risk future wanted pregnancy” and states that the “risk of miscarriage is greater for women who abort their first pregnancy”. The link between abortion and breast cancer is also discussed. Juxtaposed against a photo of a doctor, the pamphlet states that “most studies conducted so far show a significant linkage between abortion and breast cancer.” (See Appendix 2.c) A 1994 study from the National Cancer Institute is quoted as proof of this correlation: “Among women who had been pregnant at least once, the risk of breast cancer in those who had experienced an induced abortion was 50% higher than among other women”. “Making an informed decision about pregnancy” by Frontline Publishing includes the same physical risks as the CAPSS and Care Net pamphlets.

The physical risks listed in these “informative guides” are either grossly exaggerated or are blatantly false. Abortion is a safe medical procedure—it is “safer than continuing pregnancy and entails about the same risk as spontaneous abortion [miscarriage]”. To put things into perspective, the Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of Canada (SOGC) posted a link to an editorial in the reputable medical journal Contraception titled “Reproductive health risks in perspective”. The article states “women are far more likely to die from pregnancy-related complications, from automobile accidents or from a fall than they are from having undergone either a medication or surgical abortion”. In rebuttal to CPCs and other anti-choice organizations touting the risks of abortion, the editorial argues, “those who claim that abortion [is] unsafe base this assertion on ideology, not on evidence-based science”. While the CPC pamphlets go at length to describe the physical risks of abortion, the rate of complications in Canada have been improving since 1988, and occur at a rate of 1.1 percent. There is also no evidence that an abortion increases the risk of infertility or miscarriage for future pregnancies.

The medical community is unified in its stance that abortion does not increase the risk of breast cancer. While the Care Net pamphlet cited a 1994 National Cancer Institute (NCI) study as proof
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of this correlation, the researcher’s visits to NCI’s website suggested otherwise. In February 2003, the NCI convened a workshop of over 100 of the world’s leading experts who study pregnancy and breast cancer risk. The workshop participants, after reviewing the exiting population-based, clinical studies on the relationship between pregnancy and breast cancer risk, including studies of induced and spontaneous abortions, concluded that “having an abortion or miscarriage does not increase a woman’s subsequent risk of developing breast cancer.”

Thorough studies and expert statements by the American Cancer Society, Susan G. Komen Foundation and the American College of OB/GYNs have also concluded that there is no link between abortion and breast cancer. In addition, the Canadian Cancer Society has released the statement on its website regarding the abortion-breast cancer link: “At the present time, the body of scientific evidence does not support an association between abortion and increased breast cancer risk.”

E. Ethically questionable conduct from volunteers

At all centres, abortion was presented as morally questionable and distressing, whereas adoption and parenting were presented as positive options—especially easy given that all volunteers were mothers or soon-to-be mothers. Every CPC, with the exception of Birthright Hamilton, had on display models of fetuses at various stages of development (see Appendix 2.d). Aside from Birthright Hamilton, CPCs provided the researcher with pamphlets and leaflets containing photos of fetuses at various stages of development, to give a sense of what her “baby” looked like. Referring to the early unwanted pregnancy as a client’s “baby” was a common occurrence across CPCs and was emotionally distressing. When the researcher first disclosed to counselors that she was “pregnant”, she was even told “congratulations” at one location. The impetus behind this strong focus on displaying fetal development may be because, for CPCs in Canada, it is against the law for non-regulated centres to use ultrasound equipment to give women a “glimpse” of her baby. Pamphlets, photos and life-sized models are used instead to show, as one counselor said, “the baby growing inside of you right now”. (see Appendix 2.e) “Isn’t this precious… this is your baby,” a counselor stated as she presented an outstretch hand, motioning for the researcher to hold the little plastic fetus, “this is its size”.

In addition to speaking about post-abortion syndrome (PAS) as a “psychological risk” of abortion, every CPC counselors seemed to focus the idea of abortion as regret. One counselor informed the researcher “she runs many of the post-abortion counseling sessions, and as many as 99 per cent of those women who come in to speak with her regret their abortion… most women do”. She reiterated this fact many times during the length of the session. Another counselor told the researcher “no one said it would be easy… [but you] don’t want to do something you’d regret”. The researcher was also told, by a different counselor, that “most couples tend to break up after an abortion because it is a trauma, and a loss”.

The touted risk of “infertility”, as presented above, was also given an manipulative twist; one counselor told the researcher “you need to think about the babies you want to have in the future…


this may be your only chance. Especially if you don’t find another person in your life, you may regret not having that baby”. The researcher was also advised to speak to her parents, despite telling the counselor of her difficult family situation, because “after all, it is their grandchild. This doesn’t just affect you and your little baby”. Other statements were encouraging, but nonetheless emotionally manipulative, such as “I have a good feeling. I think you’d be a great mother. I just know it”.

The one non-affiliated centre, however, Aid to Women, focused more on the morality of abortion, rather than speaking about how wonderful parenting and adoption is. Given that the counselor was pregnant at the time, saying she could never think of killing her child, it was difficult to disagree with her without seeming disrespectful, given her condition. While there was “give and take” in conversations with other counselors, this conversation seemed more like a sermon than a discussion. Abortion, “that it’s so ‘hush-hushed’ in our society,” she said, “it is obviously wrong”. At this location, the researcher was not only shown plastic fetus models, but also pictures of aborted, bloody, severed fetuses, and was done to evoke emotional distress.

F. Referrals

Referral information for adoption services was made available at each location. However, upon further research, the researcher found that counselors gave a false impression of what an “option adoption” was, as did the pamphlets that the researcher was given. Open adoption was presented by CPCs as a very modern, caring and unselfish, positive alternative to abortion, and that it meant birth parents could have a say in choosing their child’s adopted parents, and continue a relationship with them by exchanging pictures and letters, and perhaps the odd meeting (refer to appendix 2.f). Giving this impression is misleading, irresponsible—and completely false. There is no such thing as “open adoption”, as suggested by CPCs. Instead, what is meant by the legal term “legal adoption” in Ontario is that when the child reaches the age of 18, they can access their full medical history and be able to track down their birthparents if they so wish. However, the picture painted by CPCs and “Beginnings” private adoption agency is that the birthmother would be able to maintain close contact with their child and his or her adopted parents.

In addition, no birth control referrals or abortion referrals were made available by any of the CPCs. The researcher was able to obtain, through another reproductive rights activist, a copy of the CAPSS Crisis Pregnancy Centre Ministry Volunteer Training Manual (2002 edition). In this manual, under “CAPSS Policy – Contraceptive Counseling”, it states that volunteers “are never to advise of refer a single woman for contraceptives. The seeming pragmatism of contraceptives does not dilute the clear command in Scripture to abstain from sexual intimacy outside of marriage”. That CPCs will not offer referral or information for birth control is enough to discredit these organizations in the eyes of most.

IV. Conclusions, Areas of Future Study

"The amazing thing, I think as I close the door, is that they still come. After hearing all that terrible propaganda and lies and being shown the inaccurate pictures by the places calling themselves some version of a pregnancy counseling center, they still come. They are desperate to end an unwanted pregnancy."--Dr. Susan Wicklund, from her book This Common Secret: My
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The World Health Organization uses the following definition of public health: a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. The goal of public health is then to improve the lives of the public through prevention and treatment. Abortion is the most politicized of medical acts guaranteed under the Canada Health Act. Women deserve to be given accurate information regarding all of their reproductive options—especially at one of the most vulnerable times in a woman’s life. We must not forget that mental health is a part of public health as well. To emotionally manipulate women into carrying a pregnancy to term that she does not want can lead to serious mental illness.

The potential for further study in this topic is widespread. For instance, while visiting a CPC, the researcher noticed a “plaque of appreciation” on display from a Catholic District School Board, thanking the CPC for its assistance with sexual education. Given the grossly inaccurate information regarding contraceptives and STIs found in the CAPSS volunteer training manual, it is disturbing to know that some teenagers are not being provided with the sexual education needed to make safe choices.

The need for further, more widespread investigations of CPCs in Ontario and Canada more generally are desperately needed in order to lobby government to either regulate these centres, or to force a “truth-in-advertising” by-law as seen in the various U.S. states. This is imperative because the number of CPCs seems to be sharply rising in the last two years. For example, Patricia La Rue of Canadians for Choice found 18 CPCs in Quebec in 2008; in 2011, that number doubled to 28 CPCs. Due to the erosion of access for women to reproductive health care and information, CPCs are capitalizing on a policy vacuum.

Crucially, both sides, pro-life and pro-choice, argue about the importance of “complete information” and “informed consent” for women considering abortion, and then argue over what that means. The public needs to be informed of the growing tendency of pro-life organizations to manipulate scientific findings and to present them out of context as fact. The Guttmacher Institute has even released an article chronicling “the uses and abuses of science in sexual and reproductive health policy”, stating that polarization over what a given study says and controversy over whether research is being applied appropriately… has become commonplace.

As one former CPC worker summed perfectly: “It’s been a real education about the scientific facts and data and who are reliable sources… That gets to the heart of the divide. If we as a society can’t agree on who is the gold-standard source of medical information, that just reveals we’ve got problems.”
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Appendix

Appendix 1: Advertisements found on University Campuses

1.a. University of Waterloo, Student Agenda

![Image of advertisement from University of Waterloo, Student Agenda]

1.b. Wilfrid Laurier University, Student Agenda

![Image of advertisement from Wilfrid Laurier University, Student Agenda]
National Campus Life Network and Human Life Alliance - produced “We Know Better Now”. Appearing in “Imprint”, the official student newspaper of the University of Waterloo.
Appendix 2: Pamphlets

2.a. Short- and long-term risks of post-abortion stress, handout from Birthright Kitchener

P.A.S. Statistics

April 1995

90% - problems with self-esteem
50% - increased drug - alcohol abuse
60% - suicidal tendencies
20% - actually attempt
effects - promiscuity - depression - flashbacks
20% - will experience full clinically diagnosed
(Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)
50% - will experience
U.S. Planned Parenthood says 91% of women who abort have
some symptom from abortion.

Long Term - 5 to 10 years later
Dr. Spekhart, University of Minnesota
81% - preoccupied with abortion
73% - flashbacks
69% - sexually inhibited
65% - thoughts of suicide
61% - increase of alcohol use
54% - experience nightmares
25% - hallucinations
- lack of fully informed consent

Human rights - mother's child against abortion industry
2.b. CAPSS “Abortion, Adoption, Parenting” (2010): The option of abortion - abortion risks

2.d. Display of fetuses, Birthright Hamilton

2.e. Photos of fetal development, top item received from 3 CPCs, bottom from Aid to Women
2.f. Inaccurate information regarding “open adoption”